FR - Re-Plate success
70 upvotes | 24 April, 2015 | by NightwingTRP
So I typically run experiments with some of the chicks I meet. This is out of a combination of curiosity
and boredom. It's all good experience. This little experiment was started pretty much entirely on a whim
fuelled by the good vibes of my mates at the cigar club. My plate had suddenly ditched me for some
bizarre beta boy offering her instant commitment. I later discovered she'd been orbiting him for around 10
years. As a mid twenties gal, this meant from school age she'd been pining for him. I deduced he was
probably pretty good looking or she was just even more insecure than I'd expected (she comfort tested all
the time which was annoying... but she also never shit tested after the first meeting/sex. Swings and
roundabouts guys.) So the report starts with my shrugged shoulders decision to see if I could re-plate her.
I must confess at this point... I actually expected to fail. This is probably why I went into this with the
shrugged shoulders/IDGAF attitude that I take towards most of my sexual strategy. I've never run
boyfriend destroyer game before and, more than this, it felt like I needed to adapt the principles slightly. I
only researched it a week or so ago and it seemed to have little relevance to what I was doing here. It's not
normally my thing... but adaptability and all that. More tools in the box.
So I start it off with a phone call intending to ask some asinine question that leaves her with more
questions of her own as to why I was acting this way. She didn't pick up, so I left a simple mysterious
text. (If you haven't tried the mystery method yet, I'd recommend it. It's been working better than some of
my other approaches to general conversation.) As predicted, she takes the bait... whether she wants
another orbiter or is just listening to her emotions going "fun guy doing stuff I don't understand, this is
interesting" doesn't really matter. Three texts over the course of the evening probing me. I ignore them
and go to bed, reply the next morning with more mysterious nonsense, around the sort of time I know she
goes to work. That morning, due to family emergency, she's taken the morning off work and happens to
be in my area. I suddenly get a request to meet up for coffee. As far as I'm concerned, this meeting will be
recon. I don't know what I'm up against with this guy she's committed to and I'm also unsure how my own
SMV has been affected by this.
My opening gambit is to reassert how much higher my SMV is than hers. So I up my asshole game and
open with the greeting "wow, you look like crap!" (she hadn't put in effort like she had in our previous
meetings) and then compare her look as she's waiting for me (I'm purposefully late) to gollum. She laps
this up and agrees with it, hugging me. I take the free kino but also ensure I'm the one to break the hug
and actively push her away. As a note for any newer guys, SMV is always relative in the eyes of the
chick. She may be a HB6, but that doesn't matter if she sees herself as a 9. The reverse is also true. You
need to work to ensure the relative distance between your SMV and hers is that yours is a little higher
than hers. Beta boy's gay little admission of strong feelings for her and offering her commitment for
nothing will have raised her SMV in her eyes, particularly because she'd been orbiting him for so long.
All of this asshole game works to reduce her SMV in her eyes and increase mine. Pretty standard if you're
starting from scratch.
This meeting is where I leave her to fill in the background for me. I show no active interest in what's
changed and leave her to broach the subject of her commitment to beta boy. I treat just about every aspect
of the discussion about beta boy as a shit test. Specifically the point where she goes "I expected you to be
angry" and I just shrug my shoulders with my default bored expression. Throw in some agree and amplify
style sarcasm: "yes, I am quite obviously suffering uncontrollable rage. Oooh! Cake!" She goes on to talk
about why she agreed to the beta commitment, and I'm predominantly disinterested (what she says has no
real bearing on what's actually going on for the most part. Remember that women don't actually
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understand themselves.) until she talked about his declarations of strong feelings as "cringeworthy" stuff.
She pays for everything and I decide we're going somewhere else specific. Bitches love surprises, throw
them one anytime you can because it's as much fun for you as it is for her. Her motivation for this entire
meeting is that she wants to know about mysterious old me. The fun is what I get out of it and it shines
through in my attitude. Throughout the walk to the next event and then back to where I parked, she's
feeling up my arm and getting really close. Turn to say goodbye and she's feeling up my chest. I decide,
fuck it, and take a kiss. She kisses back. I break the kiss early and just say goodbye and walk off. Desire
is heavy, now I just need to give beta boy time to fuck himself with his beta game before I make my
move. (And oh boy, does he fuck himself royally. I find this out at the end though. Here I'm just letting
nature take its course.)
I leave it three days then pretend I have a spare ticket for something I booked ages ago and a mate
cancelled on me. I assert she should tag along. Instant agreement from her to join me. I give her the time
and place to meet and then tell her to not look like shit and put some effort in this time. (When I saw her,
she'd clearly put in A LOT of effort for a midweek meeting.) No reply from her to confirm, but I'm
confident she's going to show up since she replied instantly after getting off work. As an added kicker, I'm
chatting with an ex plate (mostly for entertainment) and decide to meet her beforehand and check out
some new coffee place. This gave me both a good social warmup and allowed me to add in some
preselection. I wait at the meeting point with ex plate until I see the bus of committed girl coming in.
She's looking from the window, so I hug ex plate and send her on her way. Committed girl meets, asks
who that was and I give a vague reply and press into the small talk as a basic pressure flip. "A friend of
mine. How's your day been?"
I say we've got a little time to kill, so we hit a bar, then onto the ticketed event. She pays for drinks at the
bar and at the event. I swap the furniture around slightly while she gets the drinks in so that I can achieve
the most kino possible. She comes back, and her opening gambit is the sort of tedious shit test I've already
been dealing with. "guess who did -insert soppy romantic gesture here- the other day?" Quick as a flash I
reply "Your stalker?" She stops dead in her tracks, babbles for a moment before admitting it is the sort of
creepy thing a stalker would do. As I said before... beta boy's lovely beta game will only make me more
appealing. That was the final shit test I see from her.
At this point I realise she's started mixing her drinks like crazy. Jumping around from wines to cocktails
to spirits to beer. She's paying for all the drinks and comes back with one drink for me and two for herself
because she's "having such a great time" and "thank you so much for inviting me out tonight Nightwing.
I'm having such a fun time." Of course you are, because I'm fun and beta boy's "dates" will have been
tedious as fuck/non-stop emotional talk. By this point I'm satisfied she's going to cheat on beta boy with
me tonight. It's just a matter of me not fucking it up. She's made her decision and is now prepping her
deniability by being drunk. I stopped her short of getting seriously drunk but left her tipsy enough that she
was satisfied.
So we leave and head for my car. Here come her comfort tests again. "Why are you still with me?" To be
fair at this point... I'm a little tipsy myself and I'm sick of this nonsense. I decide to go for dominance
broke and grab her, pull her in to a sort of hug and then grab her by the throat with my other hand,
pushing her head back and leaning in very close. (For reference, she likes being choked a little during
rough sex. She's told me before when I hold her by the throat she feels helpless but safe and "it's so
amazing." So this was a calculated move by me.) I stare at her eyes and tell her to shut up and stop
whining. She nods. I drop a rough, passionate kiss on her and she's massively into it. I then tell her that
her pussy belongs to me. She nods again. We're going home now, understood? Another nod. Away we go
and she couldn't smile any wider if she tried.
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Once we get back, she insists she needs a shower and invites me to join. (Because yeah... serious
committed girls have platonic showers with guys they've previously had sex with.) I get some LMR from
her about not having sex. I can't remember if I ignored it or gave a disinterested "ok" reply. Either way, I
just began playing with her body, heavy escalation. Same LMR repeats and I just spank her. She turns
and drops to her knees to give me a very enthusiastic blowjob (because loyal, committed chicks totally
give super enthusiastic blowjobs to their platonic friends.) Things escalate from there as expected. She's
really into the sex and during post-coital pillow talk she informs me about the sappy romantic gestures
beta boy has been doing. I'm literally laughing at them and she reveals she doesn't like how he's trying to
force a serious relationship. Leaving beta boy to play his beta game was a solid move. At a rough
estimate he's spent about ten times as much money as I have on her this past week. I'm not even sure if he
managed to get a kiss off her. I'm the one lying in bed with her. Classic AF/BB.
So beta boy is taking her out for a nice dinner tonight. I'm looking forward to hearing about it later. This
is because I know she's "feeling so guilty" that her opening gambit, once they've sat down, will be blunt
words to the effect of "I had sex with Nightwing last night and again this morning." She thinks he'll be
quite upset. I hope he is.
Moral of the story gentleman: do not try to fight with men you are inferior to. You're wasting your time.
Go monk mode and improve yourself. Beta game always fails against practiced alpha game.
More serious moral for newbies: Do not be beta boy. He is a faggot and deserves every last ounce of pain
he suffers this evening. If this leads him to TRP, then that's all fine and good, he can unplug and improve
himself. He's lost this battle, but he can still make a better fight of the war. If it does not, then he can
consign himself to depression and life as an omega or a cuckold. Ultimately, he is not my problem.
Despite my motivations being boredom, this is still proof positive: The alpha takes what he wants.
TL:DR - Plate accepts instant commitment from a beta and breaks things off with me. I have her cheat on
him with me because I can. (And more so because he's affected one of the bitches I was managing, which
inconveniences me. I take back my more convenient sex. Fail turned into win in about a week.)
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Comments
askingtrrrrpppp • 23 points • 24 April, 2015 10:07 PM*

Nightwing, I've enjoyed a few of your posts in the past but this bothers me and is a bit indicative of a problem
I've noticed around here in the last 5 months or so.
Basically this is a self-congratulatory almost comically masturabatory field report where all you did was hook up
with an ex.
It's all well and good, and congratulations to you, but the insight to be gleaned from this is buried in a mountain
of egoic fluff.
Stacking the Ex's seeing each other at the coffee shop and some of theory stuff in the third paragraph is great!
Make posts just about that next time and break them down further.
But dude you literally sound like you are seething with jealousy over some guy dating your plate. Abundance
mentality? Where are the new girls? Why all this time on your hands?
Apologies for being a bit forward but you took a fucking ex-plate to coffee and a concert/show/movie just
because you were pissy about her new BF and are too caught up in this bad ass image you've concocted of
yourself to realize it! That's all that happened and you're better than this.
edit 1: said basically like 7 times on accident. edit 2: is a roundabout the first thing that comes up on urban
dictionary when you search it? cool i guess? edit 362: read your other comments. i disagree with lashlarue so
don't lump me in with him. if the purpose of this report was two-fold as you described then you accomplished
the first point inefficiently and moderately accomplished the second one even though we see that here everyday.
This is my beef with the FRs: I don't need to know this much about your life. Work on making it more a post to
educate other people primarily and affirm your ego secondarily -- not the other way around!
NightwingTRP[S] • 2 points • 24 April, 2015 11:25 PM*

But dude you literally sound like you are seething with jealousy over some guy dating your plate.
Abundance mentality? Where are the new girls? Why all this time on your hands?
Since you asked, I have another plate on the go. The ex-plate mentioned who I used for preselection in this
also invited me to a house party that shall be full of 18-21yo chicks, so to be fair... I'm so abundant I'm kind
of a little bored. Originally I nexted her... but I couldn't resist my urge to experiment. And this was only a
few hours. Similar sort of time I'd need to put in approaching and setting up a new plate if you factor in
rejections. Just a different scenario and thus different experience.
As for edit number 362, I'll be putting out a post on field tools over the weekend (that I've been working on
for a while.) It's bloody enormous including examples and shit, so hopefully that should satisfy your thirst for
education more than this did.
Transmigratory • 3 points • 25 April, 2015 02:38 PM

Understandable you were experimenting, you really didn't care if this plate stuck around or not.
Though the way the FR was written does leave the impression that you weren't too pleased with the fact
the Beta guy took your plate in the first place.
However someone can seriously say you are still in the anger phase with the amount of spite you showed
for BB... you don't even know the guy, yet there's so much spite for him. Is he a manifestation of your
pre-RP self?
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Granted you believe the BB fellow deserves whatever hurt he gets from this... though I wouldn't say that
would go down with all RPers as you implied. There are quite a number of us who think it is a scumbag
move to knowingly mate poach for moral reasons.
Though the other side could be that for all you know, BB could be batshit insane. Remember, the plate
has her plausible deniability and will paint you as the manipulative alpha. The risk with messing with
BBs' relationships is that you don't know their breaking point... you might be the thing which sets him off
to do something batshit like say chase you with a firearm or some other weapon, or get some friends etc.
IIRC Roosh said something like don't associate with betas in this way because, via examples like Elliot
Rodger, they are capable of bringing you harm due to jealousy of your feat[s].
apply_truth • 1 point • 25 April, 2015 06:18 PM

So the plate could have always said no and walked away. She choose to be with nightwing, and
choose to disregard her boyfriend when she met up with him.
Transmigratory • 1 point • 25 April, 2015 08:15 PM

True, but if her BB goes nuts whose going to be blamed? We can present all the logic to BB but
he won't care.
NightwingTRP[S] • 1 point • 26 April, 2015 09:05 AM

IIRC Roosh said something like don't associate with betas in this way because, via examples like
Elliot Rodger, they are capable of bringing you harm due to jealousy of your feat[s].
These are wise words. I've seen her again briefly and she's revealed that her boyfriend was very upset,
but he still wants to be with her. Only a matter of time before she loses all respect for him and the
attraction disappears too. I'll probably drop her a text this week. Ease back on things a little and allow
nature to sort this one out.
[deleted] • 3 points • 24 April, 2015 10:29 PM

Yeah, all I got from this was, "I'm so alpha that I fucked a girl out of spite for my old, blue-bill self that
easily could have been the other guy."
theuppertwenty • 29 points • 24 April, 2015 11:45 AM

Beautiful FR, asshole game as good as it gets. You don't happen to read a lot at chateau heartiste, do you? Listen
up newbies, that's how it's done!
redpillshadow • 5 points • 24 April, 2015 01:36 PM

Great field report and explanations on the separate actions you take.
FrameWalker • 5 points • 24 April, 2015 02:14 PM

Thanks for the field report. Quite sobering and inspiring. Sometimes a bit of beta crops back in, and stories like
this help keep him at bay.
captainsciencepants • 4 points • 24 April, 2015 05:39 PM

If you fucked her once you can fuck her twice. I think the hamsters rationalization on that is it doesn't add to the
final tally of number of partners.
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NightGod • 2 points • 25 April, 2015 10:13 AM

I've literally heard the phrase "it's not really cheating because you had dibs before I even met him" before.
AWALT.
1NV0K3R • 9 points • 24 April, 2015 01:11 PM

I think the best advice I've ever given to my non-RP friends is:
"Boyfriends don't matter."
My current roomate/close buddy of mine was pining over this girl who would go to trivia with her brother and 6
of his guy friends. Without her boyfriend.
If this isn't a fucking signal of branch swinging I don't know what is. Bf's don't matter.
Moolg86 • 4 points • 24 April, 2015 06:50 PM

I think in the past i used to hate guys like you. It would completely wreck me inside to lose a girl to someone
like that. but now i feel as though, I watched a seasoned captain navigate treacherous waters lol, and I can't help
but hand it to you for being so deftly successful.
[deleted] • 2 points • 25 April, 2015 07:09 AM

Fucking hell! you should be coaching newbies!
solmiler • 7 points • 24 April, 2015 06:57 PM

Man this was not alpha at all.
You should have moved on and looked for fun elsewhere. Instead you used previous knowledge to manipulate
some sorry ass girl to have you back.
The story would be cool if it started with something in line with: "so I was out and bumped into this ex-plate of
mine"
Revo_Luzione • 2 points • 25 April, 2015 12:46 AM

You clearly don't get it, sir. Life isn't all Sesame Street, where everyone plays by the rules. Outside the rule
of law (and sometimes not even then,) nobody owes you shit.
This episode may be the thing that BB needs to get his ass into gear in life.
Yakatonker • 0 points • 26 April, 2015 08:19 PM

That's what most mainstream men don't get, no one gives a fuck about the other, not even a person's own
parents, especially their own AWALT partner. As men we have to to take what we want in life and no
one will ever hand it to us on a silver platter. Ignorance is not a friend, it's a mortal enemy.
[deleted] • 1 point • 24 April, 2015 05:41 PM

According to your story her idea of fun is just being teased compared to BB being emotional and stroking her
ego.
Is this correct?
Revo_Luzione • 2 points • 25 April, 2015 12:48 AM

Chicks love that shit. It's weird, but I didn't make the rules. Evolution did.
NightGod • 1 point • 25 April, 2015 10:14 AM
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Women like talking to men who "just get it". Effectively teasing their BB orbiters proves that like few other
things can.
[deleted] • -14 points • 24 April, 2015 02:29 PM

[permanently deleted]
NightwingTRP[S] • 10 points • 24 April, 2015 02:54 PM

Getting a girl with esteem issues drunk
I did not get her drunk. She did that herself, I did not order her extra drinks, nor did I pay for any of them. Do
not try to run feminine-style hamstering here. I prevented her from going too far and ending up a drunken
wreck on the pavement outside. While I won't let her kill herself, I am not responsible for her poor decisions.
banging her when you know she has a bf is asking for many forms of trouble.
Trying to insta-LTR a girl who's fucking a Chad regularly is asking for many forms of trouble. I'm not
involved in her social life and she's not involved in mine, so trouble is limited at worst. I have texts from her
too to ensure there will be no false rape nonsense.
Again, as an "alpha" it should be second nature how you won because that's what you do. Your
emotional connection and put downs prove either you're bullshitting or you have a long way to go.
It is not second nature to me yet. I'm still running experiments and messing around for my entertainment. If
you want to label that non-alpha then that's fine by me. You can call it transitioning-alpha or something.
Though I am pretty sure alphas still get irritated by inconveniences, just like everyone else.
Anyway, the purpose of this FR was two-fold. Firstly to share the technique I employed, and then to use it as
a blue pill example for newer members to realise the old beta ways will only bring them pain. I feel I have
accomplished this.
KidIncredible • 5 points • 24 April, 2015 06:51 PM

I must say (and I struggled with whether I should even bother) I'm glad someone pointed out #2. It was a
good FR, but I got to the end and read:
He is a faggot and deserves every last ounce of pain he suffers this evening
and thought, "Wow, that's just hateful. WTF?" Not that I'm saying OP should be concerned with the guys
feelings, but I got the sense after reading that and the line about being 'inconvenienced' that there was some
revenge involved that went beyond simply wanting to bang some plate.
NightwingTRP[S] • 2 points • 24 April, 2015 10:50 PM

and thought, "Wow, that's just hateful. WTF?" Not that I'm saying OP should be concerned with the
guys feelings, but I got the sense after reading that and the line about being 'inconvenienced' that
there was some revenge involved that went beyond simply wanting to bang some plate.
I get how you could think that. But that specific line I do believe needs to be hammered home to some
newbies. The world truly does hate betas. Any newbie who is a beta NEEDS to realise this as a matter of
urgency. I look at what you say and think "maybe I was a little strong" but then I think "no. they need
that pain." Look at how much emotional pain bitches put them through... the way some of them trickle
truth these things makes me wonder if the bitches actually want to psychologically torture them. Pain is
our mechanism to tell us not to do something again. That it is harmful to us to do that. Some betas
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passively accept pain and that attitude should be shown and addressed for the benefit of newbies. The
way I see the world now, the cause and effect that's in play... yeah, if you act the wrong way you deserve
the outcome. (Even if you have the best of intentions. I'm not here to coddle anyone who isn't here to
accept reality for everything it is, shit and all.)
Then look at the way this has actually worked out. I'm merely inconvenienced, yet the actions I can take
will cause him great pain. Massive difference in balance of power and attitude. Which one do you want
to be in that equation? Newbies need to see the clear daylight between the two. If you want to put me
down for that, fine. However as I said above, I'm interested in showing reality for what it is and I'm pretty
much on board with the idea that the reality of the causes and effects in play for all of this are just what
they are and the cause deserves the effect.
Finally, think about this... if I truly hated him... I'd have left him to marry her and watch his life implode
in the next few years. We know how a beta marriage ends up. Both of you need to stop looking at the
world and wishing it was better than it is.
KidIncredible • 1 point • 25 April, 2015 04:01 AM

As I'm genuinely not interested in engaging in a 'Who's more alpha/RP dick-measuring contest by
proxy' I'll take your reply at face value and accept that my interpretation of the line(s) in question was
incorrect and you were engaging in a genuine albeit questionably phrased attempt at altruistically
educating the heretofore uninitiated. No harm, no foul.
That said, it does seem like to took a dig at me, which does leave me a bit curious. Regarding the last
line of your reply:
Both of you need to stop looking at the world and wishing it was better than it is
I presume that I am one of the aforementioned 'both'. But what specifically was it about my original
comment that lead you to presume I wish the world was better than it is? And, as a follow-up (if
you're interested, if not, no worries) what's wrong with wishing the world were better? Is it not
possible to recognize shit but still think, "Man, I wish it wasn't shit"?
NightwingTRP[S] • 0 points • 25 April, 2015 08:49 AM

Wishing the world was a better place tends to underline the attitudes of some of the people on
here who need to look for a negative justification for negative actions. In this case suggesting
insecurity causes the pleasure of winning the competition - it is false. Emotional pleasure can
come from all manner of things. Generally any experiment I succeed with, I tend to enjoy because
I like being proven right. Beyond that, I don't tend to care. However when I'm out in the field, my
large ego is a big part of what makes me attractive. Women have the ability to pick up on your
underlying attitude in a matter of seconds. (One chick knew my exact thought process, almost
word for word, within ten seconds of meeting me.) So for my field reports, I do tend to include
some of the egotistical things which go through my head at the time. Since attitude is so
important, it's therefore important for the newbies to see examples of the right attitude in motion.
I'd link this on for your question about what is wrong with wishing the world were better. Simply
put, you see the attitude I use to be successful and you don't like it. Don't worry, I was like that
once too. The problem with wishing the world was better is that it holds you back from adapting
properly because you still see things in a "right and wrong" way from the old blue pill
programming. While I heavily encourage creating your own moral code based upon your own
values... I caution that it can potentially lead to holding onto your old blue pill programming.
You'll need to think much deeper about ethical matters and justifications in order to come up with
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this.
As a final word of caution, I'd say that time spent wishing is time wasted. Either change the
reality or adapt to it. Those are your two choices. Everything else is wasting time. And time is a
very precious resource.
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